Comparative Susceptibility of Mosquito Populations in North Queensland, Australia to Oral Infection with Dengue Virus
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Abstract. Dengue is the most prevalent arthropod-borne virus, with at least 40% of the world’s population at risk of infection each year. In Australia, dengue is not endemic, but viremic travelers trigger outbreaks involving hundreds of cases. We compared the susceptibility of Aedes aegypti mosquitoes from two geographically isolated populations to two strains of dengue virus serotype 2. We found, interestingly, that mosquitoes from a city with no history of dengue were more susceptible to virus than mosquitoes from an outbreak-prone region, particularly with respect to one dengue strain. These findings suggest recent evolution of population-based differences in vector competence or different historical origins. Future genomic comparisons of these populations could reveal the genetic basis of vector competence and the relative role of selection and stochastic processes in shaping their differences. Lastly, we show the novel finding of a correlation between midgut dengue titer and titer in tissues colonized after dissemination.

INTRODUCTION

Human infection with dengue viruses (DENVs) causes a spectrum of disease that ranges from classical dengue fever to the life-threatening dengue hemorrhagic fever. DENVs, designated serotypes 1–4, are RNA viruses belonging to the genus Flavivirus and vectored by mosquitoes, most commonly Aedes aegypti.1–4 In the past 20 years, dengue has emerged to become the most prevalent arthropod-borne virus affecting humans today. This exponential increase in disease incidence has brought with it significant health, social, and economic problems.5,6 It has also led to an increase in genetic diversity in DENV populations, enhancing the probability that new strains will emerge with enhanced pathogenic properties.7

The evolutionary history of dengue is very recent, with the four serotypes originating approximately 1,000 years ago.5 Selection within the vertebrate host and the vector9 as well as stochastic processes have shaped the key differences between dengue serotypes and strains.10 Recent genomic approaches have shown how selection within the human can affect virus transmission and subsequently, the amount of circulating interhost variation in virus strains.11 In contrast, selection in the vector is thought to explain the displacement of the American DENV type 2 (DENV-2) genotype (AM) by the Southeast Asian DENV-2 genotype (SEA) in the Western Hemisphere, because SEA strains produce higher midgut infection rates and disseminate to the salivary glands earlier, leading to an increase in vectorial capacity.12–14 Also, recent studies have revealed how mosquitoes from across geographic regions vary in their ability to transmit genetically distinct dengue strains.15 These vector genotype × virus genotype (G × V) interactions could allow coevolution, where viruses with a long history of circulation in an area become well-adapted to infecting local mosquitoes. Abundant genetic variation and plasticity in vector competence of mosquitoes is a prerequisite for local adaptation.16–19

Although dengue is not endemic to Australia, epidemics occur when travelers infected with the virus enter Australia and are bitten by local mosquitoes.20,21 The magnitude of outbreaks in far north Queensland (where A. aegypti are found) ranges from tens to hundreds of cases, including the largest outbreak in 2008–2009 of up to 1,000 cases across Cairns and Townsville.22 Although A. aegypti has a widespread distribution in north Queensland, the majority of epidemic activity has occurred in the cities of Cairns and Townsville. Despite the presence of the vector, local transmission has not been reported in many locations since the first one-half of the 20th century.20,22 Although anthropogenic factors, such as the number of viremic travelers visiting a given location, could influence the risk of local transmission, differences in local disease incidence may, in part, be explained by degree of compatibility between particular virus and vector genotypes.

In Australia, most of the variation in mosquito:dengue compatibility is likely to result from variation in the virus, because A. aegypti has only recently been introduced into Australia in the last 200 years23; therefore, it harbors limited genetic variation.24 Also, because dengue is not endemic, selection pressure on the vector from the virus is most likely rare and episodic rather than constant. A previous study examining vector competence in Australian A. aegypti revealed variation in the trait, although the vast majority of difference was between Torres Strait Island and mainland Australian populations.25 Here, we explore the vector competence of A. aegypti collected from a wild population in Cairns and a geographically distinct population in Rockhampton, a city without dengue activity for at least the last 50 years. We used two different low-passage DENV-2 strains: one strain isolated from a patient in Australia during a large Townsville outbreak in 1992 (92-T) and another strain from an Australian soldier infected with DENV during deployment to Timor-Leste in the year 2000 (ET-300). Although both populations were highly susceptible to ET-300, the Rockhampton population was especially susceptible to 92-T. This finding highlights the recent evolution of vector competence genotypes within Australia, but also, it suggests that other factors (human, ecological, etc.) may be more important in determining disease incidence given the low rates of dengue in Rockhampton. We also highlight a
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novel finding that, beyond a threshold of infection in the midgut, there is a correlation between midgut titer and titer in subsequently infected tissues after dissemination. This predictive relationship may be a general feature of mosquito-dengue associations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mosquitoes. Laboratory populations were derived from A. aegypti eggs collected in ovitraps in Cairns and Rockhampton in late 2010 (Figure 1). All subsequent experimental work was carried out on the two laboratory lines between generations 3–5 from field isolation to preserve genetic diversity. After hatching, larvae were reared at a standard density of 150 individuals per 3 L distilled water in 30 × 40 × 8-cm plastic trays and fed fish food (Tetramin Tropical Tablets; Tetra, Melle, Germany) until pupation. Pupae were transferred to 30 × 30 × 30-cm cages to allow adult emergence. All mosquitoes were maintained in a controlled environment insectary at 25°C with 70% relative humidity and 12:12-hour light:dark cycles. Adults were maintained on a 10% sucrose diet.

Viruses. Two DENV-2 strains were used in the experiments. The 92-T strain of DENV was isolated from an infected patient during the 1992 outbreak in Townsville and had been passaged seven times in A. albopictus C6/36 cells since isolation to generate sufficiently high titers for infection. The ET-300 strain of dengue virus was isolated from a patient in 2000 in Timor-Leste and passaged five times in C6/36 cells before experimental work (GenBank accession number EF440433.1). To propagate the two virus strains, C6/36 cells were grown at 26°C in RPMI 1640 media (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), L-glutamine (Invitrogen), and 25 mM HEPES buffer (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Cells were allowed to form monolayers in large T175 flasks, and then, they were inoculated with virus and maintained in media containing only 2% FBS. At day 7 post-infection, virus was collected by harvesting the cell culture media and centrifuged at 3,200 × g for 15 minutes at 4°C. Virus stocks were stored at −80°C in single-use aliquots. Dengue virus stocks were titered using plaque assays and adjusted to a final titer of 10^6 plaque-forming units (pfus) per milliliter for feeding experiments.

DENV infection. For infection, 5- to 7-day-old female A. aegypti were deprived of sucrose for 24 hours and then allowed to feed on a blood meal consisting of defibrinated sheep blood mixed with an equal volume of DENV through a section of desalted porcine intestine stretched over a water-jacketed membrane feeding apparatus for 1 hour. Blood-engorged mosquitoes were sorted the following day and placed in 250-mL cups in groups of 8–10 females per cup. At 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 16 days post-infection (dpi), midgut and head tissues were dissected and used as proxies of infection and dissemination, respectively. Only mosquitoes with DENV-positive midguts were progressed for dissemination in the head, and hence, the infection percentages in these two tissues are not directly comparable. Sample size collected per time point per treatment per virus strain ranged from 5 to 20 individuals, with a mean of 13 individuals. The entire experiment was repeated to generate a second independent replicate.

DENV quantification. Tissue samples were homogenized using a mini Bead Beater (BioSpec Products Inc., Bartlesville, OK), and RNA was extracted from mosquito tissues using Trizol (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instruction. RNA was resuspended in a final volume of 25 μL Mili...
Q H2O. A two-step approach was used for cDNA synthesis of DENV-2 RNA and subsequent quantification using quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR).

The first-strand synthesis reaction contained 1.25 μL 10 μM DENV-2 reverse primer (5’-CGTTCTGTGCGTGGAA TGATG-3’),29 0.4 μL 10 μM deoxynucleoside triphosphates mix, 8 μL template RNA, and 5.85 μL diethyl phosphorocyanidate-treated H2O to a final volume of 15.5 μL. Reactions were heated to denature double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) complexes (86°C for 15 minutes) and placed on ice for 5 minutes. A total of 4 μL First-Strand Buffer of 250 mM Tris·HCL, 375 mM KCl, and 15 mM MgCl2 and 0.5 μL 200 U/μL Superscript III RT Enzyme (Invitrogen) were added to obtain a final reaction volume of 20 μL. cDNA was synthesized at 25°C for 10 minutes, 42°C for 50 minutes, and 95°C for 10 minutes for reverse transcriptase inactivation and stored at −20°C. qPCR was performed on a Roche Lightcycler 480. Each reaction mixture contained 5 μL 2 × Lightcycler 480 Probe Master (Roche, Basel, Switzerland), 0.5 μL 10 μM forward primer (5’- AAGGACTTAGAGGTTAGAGGAGACC-3’) and reverse primer (5’-CGTTCTGTGCGTGGAAATGATG-3’), 0.5 μL 10 μM hydrolysis probe (5’-FAM-AACAGCATATT GACGCTGGAGAGACCA-BHQ1-3’) targeting the 3’ untranslated region (UTR) of dengue virus,29 1.5 μL H2O, and 2 μL cDNA in a final volume of 10 μL. The samples were analyzed under the following cycling conditions: 95°C for 5 minutes followed by 40 cycles at 95°C for 10 seconds, 60°C for 15 seconds, and 72°C for 1 second, and subsequently, 40°C for 10 seconds. The amplification efficiency of these primers did not differ for the two DENV strains.

Viral titer was expressed as dengue virus copy number per tissue using absolute quantification. A 107-bp fragment from the 3’ UTR region of the DENV (that is, in the same region that the primers amplify) was amplified and cloned into the pGEM-T vector system (Promega, Madison, WI). The plasmid was transformed into Escherichia coli, extracted using phenol-chloroform, and linearized by restriction enzyme digest. The copy number of the linearized plasmid was measured using the NanoDrop spectrophotometer. A standard curve of 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, and 50 DENV copies was constructed from a serial dilution. The limit of detection was set at 1,000 copies for this study, because it is the last dilution of the standard curve that amplified at least 95% of the time. The concentrations of DENV in the samples were extrapolated from the standard curve and expressed as concentration per tissue by back calculating to the initial concentration of RNA.30

**Data analysis.** The proportion of mosquitoes with DENV-2 infection was analyzed with a binomial regression model with experimental replicate, mosquito population, and DENV-2 strain as categorical predictors and dpi as a continuous predictor. Viral titer data were analyzed using a general linear model with replicate, mosquito population, and DENV strain as categorical predictors and dpi as a continuous predictor. Models were run separately for midgut versus head. When the factor of experimental replicate was significant, simple main effects models were run blocked by experiment to assist with interpretation of results. Statistical analysis was performed with the software Statistica 8.0 (Statsoft, Inc., Tulsa, OK). Spearman’s non-parametric r test was used to test for a statistically significant correlation between viral titer in the midgut and head in GraphPad Prism, version 5.00 (San Diego, CA).

**RESULTS**

Geographically isolated mosquito populations from Cairns and Rockhampton were orally infected with either ET-300 (Timor-Leste isolate) or 92-T (Townsville outbreak strain) of DENV-2. Midgut infection was used as a measure of susceptibility to DENV-2 infection, and head infection was used as a measure of dissemination. DENV titers were obtained from both tissues. There is some variability between replicate experiments that is not surprising given the variability in virus activity between preparations and the interaction between the environment and mosquito physiology. We have sought to focus our conclusions only on those findings common to both replicate experiments.

**Susceptibility to infection and dissemination.** In the midgut, the three-way interaction of replicate experiment × mosquito population × DENV strain was significant (Table 1), requiring examination of a main effects model blocked by experimental replicate to interpret the data (Table 2). In both replicate experiments, there was a significant effect of mosquito population, with Rockhampton being more susceptible than Cairns (Figures 2 and 3). Midgut infection frequencies at 14 dpi were 100% for Rockhampton, whereas they were only 88–89% for Cairns (Figures 2 and 3). There is a marginal effect of dengue strain in replicate 2 only, with 92-T being less infective than ET-300 (Figure 3 and Table 2). In the head tissue, the three-way interaction was also significant (Table 1) along with all of the factors in the main effects blocked design (Table 2). Similar to the midgut, Rockhampton mosquitoes exhibited higher dissemination in the heads than Cairns mosquitoes (Figures 2 and 3). Infection rates in the head for
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dpi is specified as a continuous predictor; df = degrees of freedom; F = F-ratio.
Rockhampton were 100% at 14 dpi (both experiments) and 70–80% or 40–80% for Cairns, depending on the virus strain and replicate experiment. In Cairns, both viruses exhibited lower infection and dissemination than in Rockhampton, but this finding was especially the case for 92-T. In summary, Rockhampton mosquitoes exhibited greater infection and dissemination rates than Cairns mosquitoes, but the magnitude of the effect varied with respect to virus strain and replicate experiment. Cairns mosquitoes were particularly less susceptible to infection with ET-300.

**DENV titer.** As with infection rates, there were differences between replicate experiments and several significant interactions (Table 3) requiring subsequent examination by models blocked by replicate. In the midgut, there was an overarching effect of DENV strain (Table 3), with ET-300 growing to higher titers regardless of replicate experiment or mosquito population (Figures 4 and 5). In replicate 1, Rockhampton mosquitoes exhibited slightly higher titers than Cairns mosquitoes (Figure 4 and Table 3). Head titer was less variable than midgut and exhibited some differences between replicate experiments. In replicate 1, mosquito population was the only factor in dictating titer, whereas in replicate 2, it was DENV strain (Figures 4 and 5 and Table 4). In summary, titer seemed to be less predictably affected by mosquito population or DENV strain than susceptibility and dissemination.

**Viral dissemination is associated with midgut viral titer.** Overall, virus did not disseminate in 23% (63/275) of the mosquitoes that developed a midgut infection. In those mosquitoes with dissemination, the midgut viral titer was then plotted against head viral titer according to mosquito population and dengue strain (Figure 6A–D) or with all data combined (Figure 6E) for all individuals with disseminated infections. At lower midgut viral titers (Figure 6, hollow circles) (from $10^4$ to $10^7$), the amount of virus in the midgut was not positively correlated with the viral titer in the head. Mosquitoes that had midgut infections of high titer (Figure 6, solid circles) ($>10^7$ DENV copies), however, also had higher viral titers in the head. Our data suggest that there is a threshold titer in the infected midgut above

### Table 2

Summary of statistical analysis of main effects model for viral infection as a function of mosquito population and DENV strain blocked by replicate experiment for midgut and head separately

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Replicate 1 Midgut</th>
<th></th>
<th>Replicate 1 Head</th>
<th></th>
<th>Replicate 2 Midgut</th>
<th></th>
<th>Replicate 2 Head</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\chi^2$</td>
<td>$P$ value</td>
<td>$\chi^2$</td>
<td>$P$ value</td>
<td>$\chi^2$</td>
<td>$P$ value</td>
<td>$\chi^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosquito population</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.00</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>31.75</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>11.58</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENV strain</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>6.17</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosquito population × DENV strain</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

dpi is specified as a continuous predictor; df = degrees of freedom; F = F-ratio.
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**Figure 2.** Replicate experiment 1. (A and B) Infection rate for midgut and (C and D) dissemination rate for head tissues of mosquito populations from (A and C) Cairns or (B and D) Rockhampton infected with either 92-T (white) or ET-300 (grey). Each data point represents 7–19 females.
which the virus disseminates and influences virus titer in the head tissue.

**DISCUSSION**

We compared the susceptibility of two geographically distinct populations (>1,000 km apart) of *A. aegypti* from north Queensland to a local outbreak strain of DENV-2 isolated from Australia in 1992 and a DENV strain from neighboring Timor-Leste by examining midgut infection and dissemination rates as well as quantifying viral titer. Surprisingly, mosquitoes from Rockhampton, where no confirmed cases of locally acquired dengue had been reported since recording began, were more easily infected by DENV than mosquitoes from Cairns, particularly in response to the 92-T dengue strain. These findings are significant, because they indicate that, in a short period of time, differences in vector competence have evolved in Australian *A. aegypti* populations that may have been aided by multiple incursions of the vector. They also support the findings of a mosaic structure of mosquito × dengue interaction over geographic space as shown in Thailand. It is possible that the differences between populations are the result of random genetic drift, pleiotropic responses caused by selection for other traits, or greater selection for resistance in the vector in an outbreak-prone region. Recent studies of transcriptional profiles of mosquitoes infected with DENV show substantial changes in gene expression for innate immunity-, stress response-, metabolism-, and oxidoreductive process-associated genes, suggesting that the insect reacts to the presence of the infection and is mounting an active and possibly costly response against it. A meta-analysis of a range of studies examining mosquito survival, in contrast, showed that the impact of dengue infection was minor. Evolution of resistance in the Australian context is even more difficult to
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Figure 4. Replicate experiment 1. Viral titer of (A and B) midgut and (C and D) head tissues of mosquito populations from (A and C) Cairns or (B and D) Rockhampton infected with either 92-T (white) or ET-300 (grey). Medians and interquartile ranges are plotted. Each data point represents 7–19 females.

Figure 5. Replicate experiment 2. Viral titer of (A and B) midgut and (C and D) head tissues of mosquito populations from (A and C) Cairns or (B and D) Rockhampton infected with either 92-T (white) or ET-300 (grey). Medians and interquartile ranges are plotted. Each data point represents 5–20 females.
imagine given the rarity of outbreaks\textsuperscript{22} and the low frequency of dengue-infected mosquitoes in wild populations (0.1\%) during epidemics.\textsuperscript{34} Nonetheless, a genomic comparison of mosquitoes from these two populations might help to identify variants that underpin differences in vector competence for dengue and then, determine if they have been driven by selection or more random population processes, such as different historical origins or processes like drift.

The absence of dengue cases in Rockhampton is counter to expectation given the level of susceptibility measured in this study, suggesting that other factors are more important in determining dengue incidence in these communities. Viremic

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure6.pdf}
\caption{Viral titer of midgut versus head pooled across dpi for Cairns mosquitoes infected with (A) 92-T and (C) ET-300 and Rockhampton mosquitoes infected with (B) 92-T and (D) ET-300. All the individuals from both mosquito populations and DENV strains from the experiment are shown in E. Linear least-square fit lines are plotted. Spearman’s non-parametric \( r \) test is used to test for a correlation between midgut and head titer. Individuals with midgut viral titer \(< 10^7 \) (hollow circles) were excluded from the analysis.}
\end{figure}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Summary of statistical analysis of main effects model for viral titer as a function of mosquito population and DENV strain blocked by replicate experiment for midgut and head separately}
\begin{tabular}{lcccccc}
\hline
 & \multicolumn{2}{c}{Replicate 1} & \multicolumn{2}{c}{Replicate 2} \\
 & \multicolumn{1}{c}{Midgut} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{Head} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{Midgut} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{Head} \\
\hline
Mosquito population & \multicolumn{2}{c}{1} & \multicolumn{2}{c}{1} & \multicolumn{2}{c}{1} \\
\multicolumn{1}{c}{\( \chi^2 \)} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{94.7} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{< 0.001} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{66.39} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{< 0.001} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{1.1} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{0.24} \\
\multicolumn{1}{c}{P value} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{66.39} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{< 0.001} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{0.19} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{0.66} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{0.19} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{0.66} \\
DENV strain & \multicolumn{2}{c}{1} & \multicolumn{2}{c}{1} & \multicolumn{2}{c}{1} \\
\multicolumn{1}{c}{\( \chi^2 \)} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{18.2} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{< 0.001} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{1.9} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{0.66} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{7.9} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{< 0.01} \\
\multicolumn{1}{c}{P value} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{66.39} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{< 0.001} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{0.19} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{0.66} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{0.19} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{0.66} \\
Mosquito population \( \times \) DENV strain & \multicolumn{1}{c}{1} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{2.1} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{0.14} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{0.001} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{1.4} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{1.13} \\
\multicolumn{1}{c}{\( \chi^2 \)} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{0.001} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{0.98} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{1.4} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{1.13} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{1.38} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{0.24} \\
\multicolumn{1}{c}{P value} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{0.24} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{0.54} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{1.13} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{0.74} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{1.38} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{0.24} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{df} is specified as a continuous predictor.
\end{flushleft}
\end{table}
humans are the most likely sources of importation of DENV throughout the world.4 There are several sources of evidence. It is often observed that dengue infections occur in clusters; if a member of the household becomes infected, other members of the household are likely to be infected as well.35,36 This finding suggests that population density and physical proximity between households are key determinants of outbreaks. A study on the genetic structure of mosquito populations from different islands of French Polynesia showed that the circulation of dengue is unlikely to be caused by the movement of infected mosquitoes but rather, is likely caused by the transportation of people.57 Cairns city is a regional hub, with large numbers of travelers arriving from overseas for tourism and using it as a transit point to other destinations within Australia. There are, hence, more opportunities for local A. aegypti to bite humans carrying dengue than in other sites in Australia. Furthermore, the genetic structure of A. aegypti populations in Australia is likely to be influenced by a combination of human population density, insect control, and ecological factors.28,29 The reasons why Cairns and Townsville (but not Rockhampton) remain receptive to dengue outbreaks may also be partially attributed to larger resident populations of A. aegypti.22,26

For both DENV strains, we found that DENV midgut titers above a baseline of 10^2 copies/mL can be predictive of titers in secondary tissues and virus dissemination. This finding is novel, because previous reports have found no clear relationship between dengue midgut titer and titer in the commonly used proxy for dissemination (heads).40 However, in a parallel experimental system with Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus, viral diversity did not experience a bottleneck at the midgut level when infected in high titers but did at low titers.41 This finding and our data suggest greater stochasticity in the lower titer ranges and highlight the need to understand the behavior of different titers from low to high when interpreting experimental findings.
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